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ABOUT SOMERSET PARENT CARER FORUM

Somerset Parent Carer Forum CIC is an independent
not for profit Community Interest Company formed by
parent carers in 2016. We are the DFE recognised
strategic partner for parent carer voice in Somerset.

The forum steering group consists of parents who
have children and grandchildren with special
educational needs and disabilities, who attend a main
stream school, special school, independent provision
or are home educated.

Somerset Parent Carer Forum’s activities are carried
out for the benefit of Parent Carers and families who
have children and young people with special
educational needs and disabilities (SEND) in Somerset. 

We strive to enable our SEND community to have a
strong voice by forwarding their concerns and issues
to relevant key policy makers and service providers at
a local, regional and national level.  

We attend meetings, forums and workshops to make
sure parent carers’ voices and children’s needs are
being heard at all levels within health, education and
social care services.

MISSION AND VISION

 Enabling families to have a voice
Enabling Families to have the information to
support their childrens needs
Enabling Families to support each other

The forum feels passionately about ensuring all our
children have the best chance in life and receive the
correct support and services in order to achieve their
full potential.

We work with the SEND community of Somerset,
because together we have a stronger voice, that can
work towards improving the lives of families, children
and young people with disabilities.

We do this in three key ways:
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STEERING GROUP 

All of the steering group at Somerset Parent Carer
Forum are parent carers of children or young people
who have Special Educational Needs and Disabilities. 
 They bring their lived experience and a range of skills
and knowlege to support the work of the forum. 

PARENT REPS AND PROMOTION



LISTENING TO THE VIEWS OF OUR COMMUNITY

Single Route of redress SEND tribunals
OFSTED and CQC inspection
ITS change of name
Learning Disability and Autism review
Short break activities 
Education, Health and Care Assessments

Somerset Parent Carer Forum CIC collects the
experiences and views of local families through a
variety of surveys, consultations, discussions at groups
and events, emails and social media. During the year
3394 people have shared their views. 

We held 27 events where parents from across
Somerset were able to feedback directly to service
providers and help shape services. This included 2
events on Facebook live, with 355 families being
involved in the session on the new free school.
Some areas we have collected views on include:

Over 800 families have fed into the redesign of the
short breaks statement through a range of different
platforms. The statement includes what you want to
see continue and suggestions for improvement. 

We know that local support groups work with lots of 
 families across the county. Working with these groups
enables us to present a range of views and
experiences,  so we run 2 events for support groups to
come together and highlight some of the things which
need to be addressed and areas that are working well.

We have highlighted the areas of good practice you
have told us you would like to be built on, such as the
CAOT work and the short breaks engagement work,
while using evidence from surveys and talking to
families to challenge the areas that need to be
improved, including the ASD pathway, EHC assessment
processes and communication with families.
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"Thank you so much for
your time. It's nice to

know there are people like
you I can turn to for help" 

"Thank you so much for
picking up this issue.

Accessing services on the
border can be hard." 



REPRESENTING PARENT

VOICE

This year parent representatives attended 439
meetings, events or workshops to share the
views and experiences of the SEND
Community. Using experiences collected
through a variety of methods they raised
concerns with services providers. 
This year all of the representatives rated the
level of involvement at each event so we could
ensure that our time was being used in the
most effective way. 
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"Thank you for
supporting us all to
have a full and proper
voice in this. 
The report reflects a lot
of what parents
verbalised" 

SEND AREA INSPECTION BY OFSTED AND CQC

In March SEND services across the whole of Somerset were inspected by OFSTED and CQC.  The
forum spent 110 hours collecting evidence, producing briefing papers and attending meetings to
feedback the views and experiences of families to the inspection team.  The forum steering group
met with the inspectors for an hour where we presented the evidence we had collected.

We facilitated the open meeting for parents to meet with the inspectors during the visit, with 35
families attending. In addition, we ran events for parents to share their views in the week running up
to the inspection, as we knew not everyone would be able to attend the Taunton meeting.  We
ensured these views were shared, along with the case studies parents worked on with us, were
submitted to the inspectors.

"I just wanted to say
thank you for all the
things you do to
support children and
families in Somerset...
and on a personal level
for being there when
you are needed!" 



HIGHLIGHTS
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17.5% growth
of our
 SEND

community 

35% growth
in followers

on
Facebook

17% growth
in our closed

online
support group
membership

Peak of 835
views of 

the forums
Steering

group live

13,329
visits to 

the forum
website

53,865
average 
monthly 

social media
reach

2,600
watched us
share their
concerns at

the CCG AGM 

335
parents

joined us
online for
the new

school event

800
Involved in
the Short

breaks
statement
redesign

3394
views

collected
throughout

the year



 KEY AREAS OF SUCESS

Over 2600 people watched the live stream of the CCG
AGM where the forum challenged the decision to
change the community paediatrics criteria and asked
for a plan to address this. The forum directors also
met with the chair of the CCG board and the chief
operation officer of the CCG to share the views of
families and how this had led to lots of upset and
concern within the community. This meeting led to an
event, with all parties including senior leaders, to
address the identified gaps in provision for families on
the neuro-paediatric/behaviour services pathway. 

The experiences of families were shared through a
presentation which included videos from parents and
young people, survey results and comments from local
parents. This was further supported through the
attendance of 8 parent carers. We are very grateful to
all the people who took the time to get involved. There
was a lot of passion in the room to make things better
for families and provide the needed support. 

Working with the Short breaks team at Somerset
County Council we were able to collect over 800 views
to be fed into the redesign of the Short breaks
statement. This included areas you felt were working
and wanted to build upon and areas that needed to be
looked at or could be developed.

Listening to the views of local families the forum has
continued to stream the steering group live on
Facebook with a peak audience of 835 this year.This 
 approach is now being used by other forums to
support them in reaching their communities.

We also ran 2 engagement events via Facebook live,
with attendance of 335 at the engagement event on
the proposal for a new free school. Following this
success we will be continuing this next year and
looking at other ways to reach more people.
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Membership

OUR SEND COMMUNITY

Access to exclusive events Early access to event
booking
A free newsletters which keeps you up to date with
opportunities for you to help shape local and
national services
Information on social events such as coffee
sessions where you can meet other parent carers
Access to our text message service to remind you
about an event so you don’t miss them; we know
how busy the life of a parent carer is
Early access to updates on the forum work and
what is happening in local area

Our SEND community is made up of families across
Somerset who have children with additional needs and
disabilities. We know that families often need support
before the child has accessed a formal diagnosis,
therefore we do need a diagnosis to be part of the
forum.

Being a part of the forum includes the following
benefits:

This year our community has grown by
17.5% with 2028 individuals now on our
contact list. We welcome all parent,
grandparent or foster parent to engage
with the Forum about their child or young
persons experiences regardless of their
disabilities, these may range from complex
medical needs to challenging behaviour,
learning or physical difficulties. 

We feel all families should have their voice
heard. Therefore, all the forums surveys,
events and polls are open to members and
non-members alike. 
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The forums funding comes  
 from a variety of sources as
shown in the graphic, and
has enabled the forum to
support the SEND Comunity
in having their voice heard,
running events and training.
We are grateful for all the
support we receive to be able
to continue our work.

In addition we are grateful to
the Dyslexia Forum for their
kind donation of £850 which
will be used towards
providing future training
opportunities. 

Somerset Parent Carer
Forum CIC is regulated under
the rules for Community
Interest  
Companies. 

A full breakdown of the
forums financial returns for 
 all years can be accessed via
the Companies House
Website. 

FINACIAL CONTIBUTORS

FUNDING

Somerset Parent Carer Forum CIC is a not for
profit organisation. All Somerset Parent Carer
Forum’s activities are carried out for the
benefit of Parent Carers and families of
children and young people with special
educational needs and disabilities (SEND) in
Somerset.
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This year the beautiful Dillington House was the location for the
Unsung Heroes award ceremony. While we had no idea at the
time this would be the last time we got to get together for a
while, it provided a perfect opportunity to celebrate all of
positive examples in Somerset and end the year on a high.

Dylan French awarded CHILD OF THE YEAR(0-13).  Someone
who has overcome challenges and is working towards achieving
their goal.

John Lancaster awarded YOUNG PERSON OF THE YEAR. Aged
between 14-25, someone who has overcome challenges and is
working towards achieving their goal.

Grace Leydon awarded PEER TO PEER SUPPORTER OF THE
YEAR. A child or young person who has helped a friend/class
mate.

Adam Boyden awarded BEING A GOOD LISTENER AND
EMPOWERING OTHERS. Someone who has actively listened and
helped empower others to have their views heard and being
involved in decisions.

Laura White awarded ENGAGEMENT AND PARTICIPATION.
Someone who listens to and acts on the feedback from children,
young people and their families to improve services

The Anderson awarded FAMILY OF THE YEAR. A family who have
worked together to overcome challenges and are working
towards achieving their goal

Lesley Whittle awarded INFORMATION AND ADVICE AWARD.
Someone or a team who provide information and advice to
children, young people and families.

Nicola Warren awarded INNOVATIVE WORKING-THINKING
OUTSIDE THE BOX. Someone who has gone the extra mile to
think creatively and promote inclusion.

Promise works awarded ORGANISATION (OR TEAM) OF THE
YEAR. Team or organisation that provides positive opportunities
for children, young people and families.

The Unstoppables awarded the Somerset Parent Carer Forum
Special Recognition Award in acknowledgment of their work to
raise awareness of what its like to have SEND in Somerset. 

CELEBRATING OUR

SEND COMMUNITY 
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FORWARD PLANS

The initial focus for 2020 to 2021 will be to ensure that the views and experiences of local
families are used to help shape the forward plan following the recent SEND inspection. The SEND
inspection has highlighted a significant amount of work that needs to be undertaken to improve
outcomes for children and young people who have SEND and their families. Once the results of
the inspection are published we will be launching a survey to ensure they reflect your
experiences. 

Plans are in place to extend our peer support groups next year including new groups in Shepton
Mallet and Frome. In addition we will continue to work closely with other groups in Somerset to
cover as wide an area as possible. We are also planning a wellbeing day for parent carers. The
event will be free for parent carers and will provide lots of activities and advice to manage their
health.

The forum has secured funding from the National Lottery to work on the forums plans for the
future, which will ensure we can be prepared to take on additional work in the years to come to
support the SEND community within Somerset.

We are currently looking at an alternative office space for the forum, which will enable us to
improve the access for our community and enable us to extend the work we can undertake.

The forum will continue to attend various work streams and boards, to ensure parental
experiences continue to influence the development of plans moving forward. We will continue to
listen to our SEND Community through drop ins, social media, emails, phone calls and social
media, to ensure we can represent your views within this work. The forum is committed to
continue to grow our reach and to find new ways to collect your voice.

 The current pandemic
may mean we don't

know what this year will
bring, but at SPCF we

are committed to ensure
your voice is heard. 
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